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reproductions are made to original factory specifications to ensure a precise fit with original or
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box seals with our reproduction to fit like original. Our rubber seals are made to original factory
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offers a 30 day return policy on all products. The platform underwent significant changes during
its lifetime, but all of Chrysler's B-platform cars in a given model year shared the same chassis ,
with only styling differences between the Dodge and Plymouth models. The cars were otherwise
mechanically identical. Similarly, the Premier and Monaco models differed only by styling and
shared the same front-wheel drive B-body platform. The Plymouth B-body series ultimately
comprised four cars with nearly identical outward appearances differing only in trim package,
drive train and accessories. The Superbird was a Road Runner with an extended nose cone and
front fenders borrowed from the Dodge Charger Daytona, and a high-mounted rear wing. The
Superbird's unique styling was a result of homologation requirements for using the same
aerodynamic nose and rear wing when racing the car in the NASCAR series of the time. There
was more diversity in the outward appearance of the Dodge B-body series. The Charger
Daytona was a Charger with an extended nose and high-mounted rear wing, offered for the
same reasons as the Superbird. From to , the B-body name was used again for the midsize
front-wheel-drive Eagle Premier sedan, which was originally designed by and was slated to be
built by American Motors with Renault until Chrysler's buyout of that company in March The
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costs. We are a community of Plymouth Cuda and Dodge Challenger owners. Join now! Its Free!
Forums New posts Search forums. Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile
posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search
forums. Log in. Welcome to For E Bodies Only! JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience,
please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date
browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an
alternative browser. Seat differences. Thread starter Avalanche Start date Oct 6, Avalanche
Well-Known Member. Does any one know if there is a difference between the challenger seats
from the Are they interchable. Avalanche said:. Chryco Psycho Well-Known Member. It seems
they redesigned the whole car between 70 for no apparent reason. I doubt you'd be able to
recover a seat with a 70 seat cover and get a plastic seat back to fit. The seats will physically
bolt in but they won't look stock. Joined Feb 27, Messages 3, Reaction score Any style of
upholstery can be used on them. The only exception is the convertible seat. The bottom
convertible seat frame is the same as the hardtop. The back of the convertible rear seat is
narrower to fit the convertible top frame in the car. If you stay in the same year group the front
seat backs are side specific. You can interchange the bottom frames from side to side. You can
also change the bottom front seat frames with any year of bottom seat frames. This makes the
front seat backs the only year specific item. I post this in case you would need to mix and match
to build a seat set before you reupholster them. The seat foam must match the year and type of
upholstery you use. The Cuda seats are separated in the same year categories. The frames will
interchange with Challenger. To use the Challenger upholstery the seat foam must be changed
to match the type and year of Challenger upholstery. Last edited: Oct 6, I agree , the B Body
seats and A body too are the same frame but use different rails on the floor as the floor pans are
different shape. The 70 is by itself; the 71 is by itself; the are all the same. I did not know about
the A body seats. Just so this does not get too confusing with other things people may have
heard or read. The 71 B floor pan is different from the seat mounts back. It is the same pan from
the seat mounts forward as the E body. What Chryco says is correct even though you may have
heard that the floor pans are the same. They are and they are not. Thanks Burdar. I accidently
grouped the seats wrong. The 71 and 72 are the same. You are correct about the foam. The 73
up seats had the foam molded around the frame. You will still have to match uphostry to the
foam. I'll change my year grouping on the above post. What I am not sure about is this. Does the
72 seat frame have the foam molded to the frame even though the frame is the same as a 71?
Thats not confussing at all????? Ray Well-Known Member. My head just exploded! Lets go at it
another way. What is it your trying to do? What is rusted on your 70 seats? Sounds like you
need seat tracks and a rear seat bottom. Do you have any pics of the rear seat bottom. It is the
bottom horizontal part, not the top vertical part of the rear seat. I have taken all of the upholstery
off of seats and welded in pieces to repair rust outs. I have replaced the springs that were
rusted out also. This may be an option for you. It's not a bad job. It is just another step to get
the car done. It is why I tried to explain mixing and matching of seat parts to make a whole. I
remember the day where there were not many aftermarket parts. You had to make what you
needed. I worry we may head back that way if the economy stays the way it is. I would start by
taking the seats out if they are not out already. You can take the two side bolts out of the seat
with the frozen track and separate the bottom from the seat top or back. This way the seat
bottom can be put flat on a work bench. With the bottom being the only thing to work with you
can use WD, Penatrol or another rust freeing substance on the seat track. I have let tracks sit for
a few days and then with the help of a hammer I was able to tap them on their ends until they
freed up. Don't tap the studs to try and free up the tracks. They will break off. On each seat one
track will move without disengaging the slide lock. The other track will have to have the slide
lock disengaged for it to break loose. I'm going to take your advice and seperate the seat from
the bottom and try to loosen the tracks. I thought it would be easier and cheaper to find good
donor seats than fix what I have. But it sounds like it may require less time than I think. Thanks
for the advice! I looked at some tracks I have here. Originally, I was thinking of a different type
of track. Both tracks have locks. There is the handle to release the track on one side. There
should be a cable that goes across to the other track to release it at the same time. If your cable
is missing you will have to release the track with the tab the cable is mounted to. If you don't
release these locks your tracks won't move. Let me know how it turns out. After re-reading this
thread i can understand the differences in the seats. My question is, can you use the 71 seats
with the 70 plastic backs to put in a 70 chally? I know that 70 had metal covers and 71 didn't, but
is that the only difference? What I'm trying to do is use 71 seats with 70 foams and seat covers,
with 70 backs. To make it look 70 original. You must log in or register to reply here. View Cart 0.
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